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Rose loves Hemer, but his staunch Christian father is against this marriage. After emotional blackmail, Rose succumbes to marrying her childhood orphan friend, Robin (Souradeep). But three days before their wedding, Robin meets an incident that seriously injures him. On their wedding day Robin comes and meets
Rose, exchanges rings and even consumes their marriage. But not long after, Smear brings the news that Robin is the same day in the past. Three months later, Rose is shocked to discover she is pregnant. She decides on abortion, and after a few days, Sumer and Rose break the knot and shift the shift base to Kolkata.
Three years later, the couple choose to sell Roseville. But when Rose returns, she is haunted by 'Bhoot of Roseville', in which case her aborted child. More»Director:Starring: Arpita Mukherjee, Debopriya Roy ... Subtitle:EnglishWatch film Mr Satyasudar Bose is Shankar's colleague and hotel receptionist. Mr Bose, played
by Otam Kumar, is shown to be very friendly, benevolent and loving to everyone. An efficient worker, he earns the respect and admiration of his boss, Marco Polo. She and Ms. Sujata Mitra, the air hostess who frequently visit the hotel, approach and decide to get married. Sata is resigning from her career as secretary in
search of a better life after their wedding. Sujata also decides to quit her job since married women can no longer be hired as air hostesses. Unfortunately, as he was supposed to make his last flight as an air hostess, he meets a tragic air crash as he rose to death. More»Director:Starring: Uttam Kumar, Anjan Bhowmik ...
Subtitle:EnglishWatch Movie The decline of the 34 yrs domination of the Communist Party in West Bengal was shortly preceded by an inlerable political turmoil, which is a famous Theatre and Film director Shirshendu Ray falls victim. Things get worse when his best friend - a drumman and film producer - hiroz Ahmed is
killed. Now mentally depressed, Mr Ray is shocked by the tragic incident. As political turmoil continues with hundreds of processes on the road, every day the news reveals the death of an innocent country-state. While Bengal carries on his intense and terrifying daily life Mr Ray becomes incredibly depressed and must be
forcibly taken to mental asylum. After a lengthy treatment in asylum, Mr Ray becomes stable but one day gets lost from asylum. The government takes the start of the story from this situation. Days later, a secluded bag is found at a derelict railway station farther from the city, which is later handed over to police. Later, the
briefcase reveals a diary proving that the bag belonged to the missing director. The dedicated investigating officer has been working on the case for many days &amp; nights. He later asked Mr. Ray's wife and one of his students to meet at Mr. Ray's house. The officer began reading the diary in front of his wife and
student revealing the causes and incidents responsible for Mr Ray's disappearance. As we listen on or instead of seeing the story we realize how Shirshendu's wife, her student, we expelled her bystanders and political and non-political figures forcibly from society, directly and indirectly. Directed by Sudipta Dey &amp;
Produced by Sudipta Dey, the film stars Soumitra Chatterjee, Meghna Halder, Debraj Roy in lead roles with a musical score by Puranjoy Guha. More»Starring: Soumitra Chatterjee, Meghna Halder ... Subtitle:EnglishWatch Movie HomeKolkata Bangla MoviesPower Kolkata Bengali Movie Free Download Full HD 2016 Full
Name: Power Kolkata Bengali Movie Free Download Full HD 2016 Size: 2 GB Quality: 720p BluRay Genre: Action Comedy Movie Release Date: 2016 Language: Bangla Cast: Jeet as Jeetu /ACP Bir Pratap Chowdhury Sayantika Banerjee as Anjali Sabyasachi Chakrabarty as Ranjit Kumar Kapuria Rajatava Dutta as
Ramkrishna Ganguly Kharaj Mukherjee as OC Bhojon Ghosh Kan Kan Mulchan Mullick as Kanchan Dipanjan Basak as Joy Krishna Ganguly Shantilal Mukherjee as Hari Bharat Kaul as Gobardhan Manasi Sinha as Jeetu's sister Devdut Ghosh as Inspector Pradip Kumar Sarker Raju Dutta as Gala Gobindo Sudip
Mukherjee as Inspector S. Banerjee Biswajit Chakraborty as Rajat Pratap Chowdhury Moushimi Saha as Nilanjana Pratap Chowdhury Sanjib Sarkar as ACP Avinash Mondal Debraj Mukherjee as Inspector P. Biswas Kaliani Mundal as Mayoti Ganguly Sobrio Dot as Bijoy Sanial Sumnat Kar as Deb Krishna Ganguly
Nosrat Jahan in the role of Sheruti (cameo) power A Bengali in 2016 is an action comedy film directed by Rajio Kumar Biswas. The soundtrack was composed by Jette Gangley. It features Jeet, Sayantika Banerjee in leading roles. The remake of the 2014 film Telugu Power, played by Ravi Tej Power, is a Bengali action
comedy played by Jette, Siantica Banerjee and Nosrat Jahan directed by Rajio Kumar. A young man who wants to be a police officer should be raised as his looks to save the brother of the Home Secretary. Watch the full movie, Power, online, only on Hotstar. hotstar .
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